
Social Studies
Social Studies is divided into four strands that include

 

civics and government, economics, geography, and

history. In Fourth Grade these strands ate studied

through the following units of study:

@ Mapskills and environmental interactions

e@ New Hampshite government and tights of

citizens

e@ Supply and demand and howit relates to the

NH economyand tourism

e@ Historical perspectives: NH from Native

Americans and Early Settlers

@ Notable historical figures from New

England.

Through these units, students will gain the following

content knowledge and an understanding of concepts,

skills, and processes listed below:

e@ Understand the organization of New

Hampshite state government, including the

three branches of government.

e@ Describe the tights of citizens according to

the Constitution and the Bill of Rights.

e@ Understand characteristics of money,

renewable resources, needs/wants, economic

cycles, and entrepreneurs

e@ Understand key elements and attributes of a

map,including map tools.

e Identify the 50 states and capitals.

@ Understand the relationship and culture

between the Native Americans and

Europeansettlers.

Science

Science is divided into three primaryareas:life,

 

Earth & space, and physical sciences. In Grade

4, the areas are studied through the following

units:

@ Energy

e Waves and Information

e Structure, Function, and Information

Process (Plants & Animals)

e@ Earth’s System: Processes that Shape

the Earth

Through these units, students will gain content

knowledge as well as an understanding of the

concepts, skills, and processes that

include the following:

e@ Understand how energy is related to
motion, howit is transferred, and use

it to solve a problem.

e@ Describe waves and explain some

things they can do.
e Explain how internal and external

structures support the survival,

growth, behavior, and reproduction of

plants and animals.

e Find patterns of Earth’s features that
can be determined with the use of

maps.

e@ 8NGSSScience Practices
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English Language Arts
English Language Arts (ELA) is comprised of

four areas: reading, writing, language, and

speaking & listening. Within these four areas

are many categories. Whenall brought together

these standards encompassstudentliteracy.

Reading:

e Read fiction and non-fiction texts

closely to find main ideas and details in

text, refer to them when talking or

writing about the text.

e@ Make connections within and across

genres about the characters, events, and

settings.

e Read fluently using expression, and

tone while varying speed to match the

type of text being read.

Writing:

e Write summaries that include details

and facts based on text that has been

read independently.

e Write opinion, informational, and

narrative pieces with details and proper
grammar, spelling, and punctuation.

e Complete research projects

independently on a topic and write
about what has been learned.

Language:

e Distinguish between literal and

ficurative meanings of phrases, such as

“the weight of the world.”

e Use words with similar meanings

(synonyms) and opposite meanings

(antonyms) to relate words and in

reading and writing.

Speaking and Listening:

e Paraphrase information and analyze a

speaker’s evidence during discussions.

e Retell information or ideas learned

from media and books through formal

presentations, using multimedia

to support the presentation.

Mathematics

In Fourth Grade, instructional time will focus

on four critical areas to include developing

understanding and fluency with multi-digit

multiplication and division; developing an

understanding of fractions including

equivalence, addition and subtraction, and

multiplication; understanding that geometric

figures can be analyzed andclassified based on

their properties, such as having parallel sides,

perpendicular sides, particular angle measures,

and symmetry. Additional time will be spent on

the following skills and understandings:

 

e Use the four operations with whole

numbers to solve multi-step problems.

e@ Use place value to round multi-digit

whole numbersto any place.

@ Use place value understanding and

properties of operations to perform

multi-digit arithmetic and subtraction.

e@ Understand decimal notation for

fractions, and compare decimal

fractions.

e@ Solve problems involving measurement

and conversion of measurements from a

larger unit to a smaller unit.

e@ Represent and interpret data.

e Geometric measurement: understand

concepts of angle and measure angles.

Unified Arts

The Center School Fourth Grade curriculum is

supported by our Unified Arts Team of teachers

in Art, Music, Physical Education, and Library.

Our students meet weekly with our UA teachers

 

to enhance their educational experience.

e Art-1 Class Period Per Week

@ Music-1 Class Period Per Week

e PE.-2 Class Periods Per Week

e@ Library-1 Class Period Per Week


